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Abstract. The modules for a Chevalley group arising from admissible lattices

in an irreducible module for the associated complex semisimple Lie algebra

are studied. It is proved that the transpose of such a module is still in this

collection and generically the cohomology modules of line bundles on the flag

varieties are in this collection also. In the rank 1 case, all modules in this

collection are indecomposable and we hope this is true in general.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the modules for a Chevalley group

obtained by reduction from admissible lattices in an irreducible module for

the associated complex Lie algebra g. These modules have been studied by

W. J. Wong in [9]. It is well known that different admissible lattices in a module

can give rise to different modules for the Chevalley group, though they have the

same character. It is still not clear what kind of modules can be obtained in

this way. The Weyl modules and the induced modules are obtained from the

minimal and maximal admissible lattices respectively. The structure of these

modules is still a mystery.

In §1 we show that whenever M is a module arising from an admissible

lattice, so is its transpose MtT [2, 2.1]. This is based on the contravariant form

defined by W. J. Wong in [9]. Section 2 is based on the work of Andersen on

the induction theory for Chevalley groups over the integers [1]. It is proved that

whenever Hk(w\w • X) is the only nonvanishing cohomology group of the line

bundle, it can be obtained from an admissible lattice in F(A). Besides these

cohomology modules, there are still many other modules arising from admissible

lattices. It turns out that every quotient of a Weyl module is a submodule of
such a module. In order to study these modules in general, we deal with sl2 in

§3. In this case, we prove that all modules arising from admissible lattices in

an irreducible module for 5(2 are indecomposable for SL2.

Communications with James E. Humphreys on this matter were very help-
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ful. The calculation of the p-adic valuations of binomial coefficients in 3.4 is
motivated from a conversation with Neal Koblitz.

1.  THE TRANSPOSE OF A MODULE

1.1. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with root system R. Let R+

be the set of positive roots and S the set of simple roots. Let W be the Weyl
group that is generated by the simple reflections sa (aeS) on I®R. Here

X is the lattice of integral weights. Throughout this paper, the tensor product

is taken over Z.

For each X £ X+ (the set of dominant weights), F (A) denotes the simple

finite dimensional g-module with highest weight A. Let Uzio) be the Kostant
Z-form in the enveloping algebra U (g). A Z-lattice (the Z-span of a basis)

in F(A) is called admissible if it is f7z(g)-invariant. Each admissible lattice

F is a direct sum of its weight spaces and we use Vß to denote the weight

space of weight p in V. Let us fix a highest weight vector v+ in F (A). Then

any admissible lattice in F (A) is proportional to an admissible lattice V with

Vx = Zv+ . So in this paper an admissible lattice means such a lattice with v+

understood. It follows from [8, Lemma 19], that (Vx )wW = iV2)W(x) for all

w £ W and two admissible lattices V\ and V2.
Consider a Chevalley basis {xa, A,-} in g. There is an involutary antiau-

tomorphism t: £/(g) —► C/(g) such that t(xq) = x_a for all a £ S [8, p.

228]. Let cj>: F (A) —► V{k)x = Cv+ = C be the projection. We define a sym-
metric bilinear form ( , ) on V{X) by (u\v+, u2v+) — tf>(x(u\)u2v+). It
follows from the definition that (V(X)ll, V(X)V) = 0 if p ^ v . ( , ) is non-

degenerate and contravariant, i.e., (uv\, v2) = (vy, t(u)v2) for all u £ U(g)

and V\, v2 £ V(k) (see [9]).  Let V be an admissible lattice in V(k), then

V = {v £ V(k)\iv, V) ç Z} is also an admissible lattice in V(k) with Vx' = Vx .

Lemma. If V\ and V2 are two admissible lattices, then V\ C V2 if and only if

V{ 2 V{. If V[ = V2, then Vx = V{.    D

It is clear that Uz(q)v+ is an admissible lattice and is contained in every

admissible lattice. We call it the minimal admissible lattice, denoted by Fmin .

By the Lemma above, V^in is a maximal admissible lattice, denoted by I^ax •

Instead of using the traditional definition of dual modules, we define the q-

module structure on Homc(M, C) by (uf)(m) = /(z(w)m) for all u £ C/(j),
/ e Homc(Af, C) with m £ M for each g-module M. We denote this module

by DiM). Let 6: q -> q , with 0(xa) = -x_a (a e S) and 0(A,) = -A,, be
the automorphism of q as in [9, (1A)]. For each jj-module M, Me denotes

the 0-module M with the new action x*m = 6z(x)zrz. Then DiM) = iM*)e =

iMeY . Here * means the traditional dual module for q . We can define DziV)

and DkiM) similarly for any admissible lattice V and Uzia) ® zc-module M

for any field k. Thus one has Z)Z(F) ® k = DkiV ® k) and V = DZ(F) for
any admissible lattice V.

1.2. Let Gz be the group scheme defined by Kostant from the Z-form Uzio)
[7]. It turns out that Uzis) is the distribution algebra of Gz ■ Each admissible
lattice V C F(A) is a rational C7z-module. Let k be any field. Denote by Gk
the simply connected semisimple algebraic group defined over k through base

field change from C7z. Then Uzis) ® k is the distribution algebra of Gk and

V ® k is a rational Gk -module.
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Let tr: C7Z -* C7Z be the composite of the inversion map g i-> g~x and the

involutory automorphism tp in [9] (2H). Then tr is an involutory antiauto-

morphism and is called the transpose map by Doty and Sullivan [2, (2.1)]. For

each (jZ-module M, we define the rational Gz-module M11 as the Z-module

Homz(Af, Z) with the action of C7Z defined through tr as in loc.cit. The an-

tiautomorphism tr is compatible with base field change and Z)Z(F) = VT for
all admissible lattices V.

Proposition. For each admissible lattice V, we have an isomorphism of Gk-
modules V ® k S ( V ® k)tT.    D

Remark. We call the functor M »-> M" the duality functor. The proposition

shows that the collection of modules for Gk arising from admissible lattices is
invariant under the duality functor.

2. Cohomology modules

2.1. In [1], Andersen has set up the induction and the associated cohomology

theory for C7Z . We use the notations from his paper and let H'{k) — R' Ind^(A)

for each integral weight A £ X. Here Bz is the Borel subgroup of Gz cor-

responding to the set of negative roots and A represents the rank 1 rational

5z-module. If A; is a field we set //¿(A) = i?'Ind^(A). It follows from the

universal coefficient theorem that there is an exact sequence of Gk -modules

0 - H\k) ®k^ Hlik) -f» Torf (ZF+1(A), k) -+ 0.

In general, H'ik) is not free over Z. We will denote by ///(A) the torsion

submodule and by H'Ak) the free quotient of H'ik) by Hjik). It follows

from Andersen [1, 2.6] that if A is dominant, then H'Aw-k) = 0 for i ^ /(to).

Furthermore, /f°(A) and HNiwo • A) are free of finite rank. Here wq is the
longest element in W and N = /(tun) •

2.2. From now on we fix a dominant weight A. Let m+ £ HNiwo • k)x be

a generator of the rank 1 free Z-module. Let M = Uzia)m+ be the Gz-
submodule in HNiwç} • A) generated by m+ . It is well known that M ® k =

HNiwo • A) ® k is the Weyl module for Gk for any field zc regardless of the

characteristic. This forces M - HNiwo • A).

2.3. By constructing an explicit intertwining homomorphism in the rank 1 case,

in [1], Andersen gets a homomorphism of C7z-modules TSa : Hl^SaW\saw • A) -»

Hl{-W\w • k) for w £ W and a simple root a with ¡isaw) = /(to) + 1 from

a degenerate Grothendieck spectral sequence. TSa induces a homomorphism,

denoted by TSa as well, of Gz-modules TSa : Hlf{s°w)isaw • A) -> Hf(w\w • A).

By tensoring with C, one sees that TSa ® 1 is an isomorphism. Therefore

TSa is injective on the free part. For each w £ W, by considering a reduced

expression of w in terms of simple reflections and composing the intertwining

homomorphisms constructed above, we get an embedding HÍw\w-k) -* i/°(A).

The composite does not depend on the choice of reduced expressions of w up

to a multiplication by -1. So we simply write Hl}w\w • k) ç i/°(A). In

particular, we have HNiw0 • A) ç //°(A).

Let us choose a generator vw in Hj\w • k)x for each w £ W. It follows

from [1, 4.4] that TSaivSaW) = ±vw (if /(j0uz) = /(uz) + 1).
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Since H° (A) ® C = F (A) (Borel-Bott-Weil theorem), we can embed F0 (A)
in V(X) and identify v+ with vx ® 1. Therefore H°(X) is an admissible lattice

in V(k). Under the inclusion Hlfiw\w-k) ç /F°(A) we can embed Hlf{w)iw -A)

into F (A). They are admissible lattices in F (A). By considering the image

of the generator vw in //°(A), we get Hl}w\w • X)x = H°iX)x- In particular

HNiwo -X) is the minimal admissible lattice.

Theorem. Under the embedding H°iX) c V(X), all Hf{w)(w • A) are admissible

lattices for w £W. Furthermore, HN(w0-X) is minimal and H°(X) maximal.

Proof. We only need to show H° (A) S Fmax = F^ . But this follows from 1.2

and the Serre duality over Z [1, 2.10] or rather its transpose form [2, 2.2].   D

2.4. Let us fix a prime p and a field k of characteristic p .

Corollary. Let X £ X+. If Hlk(w • X) = 0 for i ¿ l(w), then Hlk(w\w ■ X) a

Hl}w\w - X) ® k. Thus Hkw\w • A) arises from an admissible lattice in V(X).

Proof. It follows from the universal coefficient theorem, Hl{-w)(w • A) ® k ç

Hlk(w)(w • A). It is clear that dim* Hl^(w • X) ® k > dim* Hlf{w)(w • X) ® k =

dime ^W • On the other hand, the standard vanishing property shows that

dim* Hkw\w • X) = dim* //¿(A) = dimc V(k). By comparing the dimensions

we have the isomorphism in the corollary. The second conclusion follows from

2.3.    D

2.5. Though there are a lot of admissible lattices in F (A), for a fixed field

k, there are many admissible lattices yielding isomorphic modules for G* ■

One may ask if there is any module arising from an admissible lattice and not

isomorphic to any one of the cohomology modules in the generic case. If A is
in the closure of the bottom alcove, all modules arising from admissible lattices
in V(k) are simple with the same character and, therefore, isomorphic. In

general, the following theorem says that there are many other modules arising

from admissible lattices besides the cohomology modules (in the generic case).

For Ay, we will see, in §3, that for X < p2, the cohomology modules are the

only possible modules arising from admissible lattices.

Theorem. For X £ X+ and each Gf„-submodule 0 ^ M ç H°iX) ® Fp, there is
an admissible lattice V such that M is a quotient of V ®FP .

Proof. Let us consider the quotient map a: 7/°(A) —> i/°(A) ® Fp . The image

of HNiwo • X) is the simple socle of //°(A) ® ¥p . Thus the inverse image V of

M in 7/°(A) contains HN(w0 • X) and is, therefore, an admissible lattice. The

induced map V ® Fp —► H°iX) ® Fp from the inclusion has image M.   D

3. Indecomposability

3.1. In this section we assume that g = s\% , which has a basis {x, y, h} . In

this case, we write A = zz > 0 as a dominant weight. This paragraph contains

the exercises in Humphreys' book [4] and we include them here as our starting

point.  Fnax has a Z-basis {v0, v{, ... , vn} with the following properties:

hvj - (n - 2i)v¡,        yv¡ = (n - i)vi+l,        xv¡ = iv¡-\.
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The set {(")i>í}"=0 isa Z-basis for Vmiri.

Let M be an admissible lattice with a Z-basis {zn, z\, ... , z„} . We write

z, = XiVj for i = 0, ... , n for a sequence of nonzero integers {xn, X\,... ,xn}.

Since M is an admissible lattice,

x'     _     xf        Xj7'(j -/)•••(/-/ + 1 ) Xj  Yj\

1\ Zj - Xjl\Vj - ilxj-i ~ Zj-¡ ~x~~i{i) Zj~¡ '

y\ -Yy\, - xj(n-j)---(n-j-i+l)

l\Zj - Xj~nVj - lbc~~l+l xj+i \ « /

are in M. Thus -r*- (■() and -^- (",j) have to be integers for all appropriate

z and j.

Lemma. FacA admissible lattice M in V(n) is determined by a sequence of

nonzero integers {xo,..., x„} vvz'zA xn = ±1 and

|(z)6Z    and    x7(r;)€Z'     forallO.<i<j<n.

Proof. It follows from the above argument, for each M, the coefficients {xn,

... , xn} satisfy the condition in the lemma. Conversely, if the coefficients

satisfy the above condition, then M is an admissible lattice.   D

Remark. By changing the signs of the coefficients, we can assume the x,'s are

positive. Thus two admissible lattices are the same if and only if the associated

sequences are the same.

3.2. From now on, we fix a prime p and a nonnegative integer n. Let M

be an admissible lattice in V(n) determined by the coefficients {xo, ... , x„}

satisfying the conditions in Lemma 3.1 and x; > 0 for all i.

Let k be a field of characteristic p. We denote by M the G*-module

M ®k, which has a basis {zq ® I, ... , zn ® 1} . Note that, for j > i, the

(7* -submodule of M generated by zj ® 1 contains z, ® 1 if ^(j) ^ 0(mod p)

and the (?* -submodule generated by z, ® 1 contains z¡ ® 1 if f-("lj) & 0

(mod p). Based on this property, we define the undirected graph V{M) with

vertices {0,1,...,«} as follows: for j > i, {i, j} is an edge in T(Ai) if

either ^ ({) ^ 0 (mod p) or ft (£-») ^ o (mod p). Note that all weights in M

have multiplicity 1. Following the above argument, the weight_vectors z, <g> 1

and Zj ® 1 appear in the same indecomposable component of M if {i, j} is

an edge in T(Af ). This shows

Lemma. The Gk-module M is indecomposable if and only if the graph T(Af)

is connected.    O

3.3. For each integer i, let vPii) be the p-adic valuation of i, i.e., the largest

nonnegative integer r with i = 0 (mod pr).

Proposition. Let n > j > i > 0. Suppose {i, j} is not an edge in T{M). Then

(i) VpO/i)) > VpiXi) - v„ixj) + 1 and M(n-j)) > Mxj) ~ Mx>) + l >

(ii) if one of Vpiij)) and wp (("!])) is 0, then the other has to be at least 2.

Proof. Since {/,/} is not an edge, then M^C,)) > ! and Mf-(»lj)) ^ l
by the definition.   Now (i) follows from the properties of the valuation.   To
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show (ii), let, say, vPi(f¡)) = 0. Then vPix}) - vPixt) > 1. Thus VpHfZ))) > 2

following the other inequality in (i).   G

Corollary. If {0, j} is not an edge, then vPixf > 1 azzo" vPiQ)) > 2.

Proof. Take i — 0 in the above proposition.   D

3.4.   For a nonnegative integer Z2, we write zz = arpr + ar- \Pr~x H-\-ao with

0 < a, < p for i = 0, ... , r. We define s„ = ar + ar+\ +-1- an . It is well

known that vp{n\) = (zz - sn)lip - 1) (see [3, p. 263]). Thus, for 0 < m < n,

we have

Vp (CO)= Vp{nl) -Vpiml) -Vp{{n ~m)l) = Sm +p -T " ~ •

From now on we fix 0 < m < n and write m = z3rpr + ■■■ + bo in p-adic

form as well. It follows from the above formula that vp((£)) = 0 if a, > b¡ for

i = 0, ... , r. Otherwise, there is at least one i with b¡ > a,. For each such

i if it exists, we define V to be the minimal i' > i with Zz,- < a¡>. (Such i'

always exists.) Let s(z, /') = {z, i + 1, ..., z'} be the subset of {0, I, ... , r} .
Let T be the set of all such s(z, ('). Then T has a partial order under the

inclusion relation. We call a maximal member of T a component for the pair

im, n) and denote by C the set of all components for the pair im, n). For

each component s(i, i'), we define /(s(i, i')) = i' - i = \sii, i')\ - 1, which is

called the length of s(i, i').

Proposition. For each pair im, n),

(i) different components are disjoint as subsets of {0, ... , r},

(ii) ̂ 0 = £J(i,,W(*(M')).
Proof. Let i(z, z') ands(/, /) be two components. If i = j, then i(z, z') =

SU > f) following the definition. We may assume i < j. If sii, i')tlsij, j') #

0, then / < V. Therefore f < i' since a,i < by . Thus we have sij, j') ç

s(i, i') and s(i, i') is strictly larger than s(j, j') ■ This contradicts the maxi-
mality of a component.

To show (ii), we write n - m — Y?i=oc¡P' wrm 0 < c¡ < p. Let A^ =

\Js(i,y)ecs(i> i!) and N' = {0, ... , r}\N. Now following (i) we can write

f

n-m= Y^ ¥k - h)Pk +    J2    zZ^ - bk)Pk ■
keN' s(i,i')€Ck=i

In the first summation, we have 0 < a* - ¿>* < p. To calculate the second
summation, we consider, for each sii, i') £ C,

i' /'-i

¿Z(ak - h)Pk = (P + öl - oi)Pf + ¿Z(P + ak-bk- l)Pk + (ay - by - l)p'".
*:=; k=i+l

Here the coefficients of pk are in {0, ... , p - 1} . Following the disjointness of

the components we get the p-adic expansion of n - m . Thus we have proved

(i) ck = ak- z3* if k is not in any component of (zzz, n) ;

(ii) if sii, i') is a component of (w, zz), then c, = p + a, - &,-, Cy =

ay - by - 1, and ck = p + a¡ - b¡ - 1 for z < zc < i' ; and

(iii) TÍM + bk- ak) = (f - i)(p - 1) •
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Thus using the above results we have

Vp ( w) = p^T(Sm + s"-m ~Sn) = J^i ^Ck + bk~ ük)

= -—¡[¿2(ck + bk-ak)+    ¿2    *¿2(ck + h - ak)
\k€N' s(i,i')€Ck=i y

= -—   ¿2   (i'-i)(p-l)=   ¿2   Ksii,i')).   n
s(y,i)€C s(t,i')ec

3.5. Though the following results are irrelevant to our goal, they have their

own interest. The method in the proof of the proposition will be used in the

calculation later on.

Proposition. Let In - {m\0 < m < n, «*((£)) < 1} • Then

\In\ = '[[iak + l) + '^2{ai+iip-ai-l)   JJ   (a* + 1)
k=0 (=0   \ fc#í,í+!

Proof. Let 7j = {m\vPHnm)) = 0} and Ix = {m\vPi(^)) = 1}. It follows from

the calculation in 3.4 that m £ I„ if and only if a* > bk for all k. Thus we

have \I„\ = il/c=o(a*: + U • By Proposition 3.4, m £l\ if and only if the pair
(m,n) has only one component, which must have length 1. If s(i, i+l) is the

component, then b¡ > a,, a¡+\ > b¡+\, and bk < a* for k ^ i, i+l. Thus b¡

has (p-a¡-l) choices and b¡+i has a,+i choices. This shows that \In\ has to
be the second summation in the proposition. Now the proposition follows.   D

Corollary. If n > p, then \I„\ > p + 1. Furthermore, \I„\ = p + 1 if and only if
n = pr for some r > 1.

Proof. Since n > p, there is an i > 0 such that a,+i > 0. Using the formula

in the proposition, we have

\In\ > (a¡ + l)(ai+i + l) + ai+,(p - a, - 1)

= ai+ip + a¡■ + 1 >p+ 1.

To show the second part, one notes that in the above estimation, the first in-

equality becomes an equality if and only if a* = 0 for all k ^ i, i+l and

the second inequality becomes an equality if and only if a, = 0 and a¡+\ = 1.

Thus the corollary follows.    D

3.6. We are now ready to prove that the graph T{M) is connected. We show

that there is a path connecting 0 and zz-z by induction on z;p((^)). It follows

from Corollary 3.3 that {0, m} is an edge if vPi(£)) < 1. For VO) > 2 > we
show that there is a path connecting 0 and m under the assumption that there

a path connecting 0 and k whenever vp((*)) < Vpi(„\)) • We use the notations

of 3.4 and discuss several cases.

(A) If the pair im, n) has a component of length 1, then there is a path connect-

ing 0 azza" m. In fact, let s{i, i + 1) be a component of length 1. Then a, < b¡

and a¡+\ > A,+i. Take k = 2^=0 dtp' such that dt = bt for t ^ z and d¡■ = 0.
Then k < m < n.  It follows from Proposition 3.4 that i>p((*)) = 0.  Note
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that ("_*) = im-k) and m - k = b¡p'.  Following the proof of Proposition

3.4, we have n-k = Y^t=tseiPl witn e¡ = ai and ei+\ — ai+\ - b¡+i > 0. This
shows that the pair (zn — k, zj — k) has only one component, which has length

1. By Proposition 3.4(h), vPii^f_kk)) = 1 and, therefore, {k, m} is an edge by

Proposition 3.3(h).
On the other hand, the components of the pair ik, n) are components of

im, n) and s(i, i+l) is not a component for (k, n). Thus vP((*)) < vp((„\))

and there is a path in the graph T(M) connecting 0 and k by the induction

hypothesis.

(B) If (m, n) has a component s(i, i') of length at least 2 withay-i > 0, then

there is a path connecting 0 and m. In this case we take k = £ÍL-o dtP1 with

dt = bt for t # i' - 1 and ¿V-i = 0. Then k < m < n and vp((™)) = 0.

In addition m - k = by-\pl'~x (by-\ > a,»_i > 0) and n - k = J2t=oe'P' =

Y?t=octP' + by-ip'~x . It follows from the proof of Proposition 3.4 that Cy =

ay - by - 1 and c,/_i = p + ay-\ - by_\ - 1. Thus by-\ > ey-\ = ay-\ - 1
and ey = ay - by > 0. This shows that the pair (m - k, n - k) has only

one component, which is of length 1. Thus ^((^¡Z*)) = 1 and{k, m} is

an edge. On the other hand, the component s(i, i') for (m, zz) changes to

the component s(z, i' — 1) for (/c, zz) and all other components of (m, n)

are identical to those of (zc, n). This shows that vPiH)) < wP((^)) - 1. By

induction hypothesis, there is a path in TiM) connecting 0 and k . Thus we

have a path connecting 0 and m .

(C) If im, n) has a component s(i, i') of length at least 2, then there is a path
connecting 0 azzo" m . In this case we define

so = min{s > i\as < bs},        mo = min{5 > z'|a.s = bs < p - 1}.

Here we use the convention min 0 = +oo. Note that So ̂  mo if they exist.

There are three possible situations we discuss.

(Cl) Jo < wo azzo* so < V ■ In this case, we have as = bs = p - 1 for all

i < s < so. We take k = Yft=Q dtp' with d¡ = bt if t ± So — 1 and dSa-i = 0.
Then k < m and wp((*)) = 0. The component s(i, i') of im, n) splits into

(possibly) two components for (k, n). They are proper subsets of s(i, z'). All

other components of (k, n) and (w, zz) are identical. Thus vp(H)) < Wp((^))

and there is a path connecting 0 and k . On the other hand, m - k - bSo-ips°~x

and n-k = E^o^F' + èi0_1pî»-1 = 2_Xo *?'/>'. Here cJo_! = p + (p - 1) -
(p - 1) - 1 = p - 1 if so > i' + 1 and cJo_i = p + a¡- b¡ if So = í + 1. Thus
éjfj-i = P - 2 if 5o > ': + 1 andei0_i = a, if An = / + 1. In both cases, we have

€s0 = cSo + I = p + aSo - bSo > 0 and therefore, the pair (zz - k, m - k) has

only one component, which is of length 1. Thus we have Vpiiff1^)) = 1 and

{k, m} is an edge.

(C2) Wo < So and mo < V ■ In this case, as = bs = p - 1 for i < s < n%.

Take k = Y^t=o dtP1 with dt = bt for t ^ mo and dmo = p - 1. Thus

m < k < n and vp((^)) = 0. The two pairs (w, zz) and (zt, zz) have exactly

the same set of components. Then wp((£)) = zzp((^)). But the pair ik, n)

satisfies the conditions in (Cl). Thus there is a path connecting 0 and k. On

the other hand, k - m — (p - 1 - bmo)pm° and n - m = £r=o C'P' ■ Following
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the proof of Proposition 3.4 cm„ = p + amQ - bmo - 1 = p - 1. Thus the pair

ik - m, n - m) has no component and, therefore, vPi(ff~f£)) = 0. Hence

{k, m} is an edge in TiM).

(C3) mo > V and So > i'. In this case, so > i' shows that as = bs for all

i < s < i'. Furthermore, Wo > i' shows that as = bs = p - 1 for i < s < i'.

In particular, ay-\ ^ 0. This has been proved in (B).

Combining (A) and (C) we have accomplished the induction. Thus we con-
clude

Theorem. For the Chevalley group SLi(k), the modules M = M ®k are inde-

composable for all admissible lattices M in Vin) and all nonnegative integers
n.    D

Remark. In general, for a semisimple complex Lie algebra g and a simple g-

module F (A), it is expected that the resulting modules M ®k for the simply

connected Chevalley group Gk are indecomposable for all admissible lattices
M in V(k). Furthermore one may want to distinguish the cohomology groups

of line bundles (in generic case) from other modules arising from admissible

lattices, e.g., comparing the Loewy lengths.

3.7. One can further ask about the submodule structure of the module M =

M ®k for an admissible lattice M in V(n). If zz < p2, this is clear since M

is indecomposable and has only two composition factors. Thus the only two

possible structures are H°(n) and Hx(sa • zz). But for n> p2, this is not true

anymore.

In our rank 1 situation, a composition factor in a Weyl module has multiplic-

ity 1. So the submodule structure of M could be presented by a directed graph
with all composition factors as vertices. The Serre duality shows that the graph

for H°(n) is the dual graph (reversing arrows) of the graph for Hl(sa • n).

Following the duality we described in § 1, whenever T is a directed graph of a

module M for an admissible lattice M, the dual graph of T is the graph for
the module M'.

Following _the example below, one may have a feeling what the submodule

structure of M should be. Of course, in the higher rank case when the multi-

plicity of a composition factor is larger than 1, one may need a better way to
describe the submodule structure.

Example. Let zz = 4. There are six different admissible lattices in Vin). If

we take p = 2, the six admissible lattices yield four nonisomorphic indecom-

posable modules for SL2(zV). The Weyl module has three composition factors

with highest weights 0, 2, 4 respectively. The graphs of the four modules are
given here:

4^0^2, 4-0*-2, 4^0 — 2, 4^0^2.

Here the last one corresponds to if°(zz) and the first one to Hx (sQ • zz), which is

the Weyl module. It can be read off from the graphs that 77°(zz) and Hx (ja • zz)
have the maximal Loewy length 3.
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